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Case Report

Abstract
Plunging ranulas are pseudocysts which originate from major salivary glands and present as neck swellings with possible 
life-threatening complications. We present an unusual case of a plunging ranula which presented as an emergency. The 
patient presented at our clinic with a 4-year history of an asymptomatic recurrent neck swelling which we diagnosed as a 
ranula. She was clinically stable and we planned for elective surgery in five days. However, three days after clinic review, 
she presented at the emergency room on account of dyspnoea and dysphagia. She was hospitalized and the surgery was 
carried out as an emergency, life-saving procedure. This case highlights the importance of anticipating life-threatening 
complications in seemingly clinically stable cases of plunging ranulas.
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Introduction
A salivary mucoele is a fluctuant lesion that forms in the 

oral cavity in relation to a salivary gland and is more commonly 
found in the labial or buccal mucosa where it is typically few 
millimeters in dimension. However, less commonly, it may 
occur in the floor of the mouth where it may be referred to 
as a ranula and may attain huge dimensions [1]. A ranula is 
referred to as “oral” or “superficial” if it is limited to the oral 
cavity above the mylohyoid, and “deep diving”, “plunging” or 
“cervical” if it lies below the mylohyoid [2-4]. Plunging ranulas 
are rarer than oral ranulas [4].

A plunging ranula typically presents as a neck swelling 
which may remain asymptomatic [5,6]. However, it may 
become symptomatic presenting with signs of local 
compression like dysphagia and on rare occasions, life-
threatening airway compromise. This case report highlights 
this possibility and the need to prepare for such eventualities 
when managing seemingly clinically stable cases of plunging 
ranulas.

Case Report
A 28-year-old woman presented at the oral and 

maxillofacial surgery clinic of the Nigerian Navy Reference 
Hospital, Calabar with a 4-year history of a neck swelling. 
There was a history of trauma to the lower jaw from assault 
about 3 months prior to the onset of the swelling. The swelling 
started under the tongue and gradually increased in size till 

about a year later, when she noticed the swelling extending 
into the neck. The swelling was mostly painless except when 
it was traumatized, causing it to burst and release its fluid 
contents into the mouth. On two occasions, she presented 
at lower-level facilities where it was drained, leading to 
transient resolutions but recurrence few weeks to months 
later. At presentation in our clinic, she was otherwise healthy, 
except for mild dysphagia and psychosocial complications.

On examination, she was clinically stable and not in any 
distress. There was a painless, fluctuant swelling involving 
the submental, right submandibular and pretracheal 
regions. The swelling measured about 7.3 cm in its widest 
dimension and also diffused to the face over the right body 
of the mandible. Intraorally, there was a mild elevation of 
the tongue on the right. The anatomy of the sublingual and 
submandibular salivary glands could not be appreciated on 
palpation (Figure 1 and Figure 2). We aspirated a viscous, 
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Figure 1: Clinical presentation of patient.

         

Figure 2: Clinical presentation of patient. B: The tongue 
was elevated and the anatomy of both the sublingual and 
submandibular glands could not be appreciated.

         

Figure 3: CT scan showing cystic mass measuring 6.96 × 8.71 × 6.66 cm with an enhancing wall.
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whitish fluid and made a provisional diagnosis of a plunging 
ranula with a differential diagnosis of a benign salivary gland 
neoplasm. A CT scan showed a cystic mass measuring 6.96 
× 8.71 × 6.66 cm with an enhancing wall, displacing several 
neck structures and compressing the pharynx (Figure 3 and 
Figure 4).

The plan was to admit her and work her up for surgery 
scheduled for five days later, but due to financial constraints, 
she declined admission. However, three days after clinic 
review, at about 11.40 pm, the patient reported at the 
emergency room (ER) with progressively worsening dysphagia 
and dyspnoea. For six hours prior to presentation, she had 
not been able to swallow clear fluids and had needed to lean 
forward to breathe comfortably. On review at the ER, she was 
adjudged to be in moderate respiratory distress.

The swelling now measured about 9.6 cm in its widest 
dimension and was tender. Unlike the presentation in the 
clinic, the skin over the swelling was now shiny, dusky 
red and warm to touch, necessitating the impression of a 
superimposed infection. Via needle aspiration, about 150 
ml of cystic fluid was drained and a sample was sent for 
microbiological examination. She was placed on oxygen 
therapy with close monitoring of SpO2 and other vital signs. 
After about 30 minutes, her respiratory condition began to 
improve. Empirical antimicrobial therapy (IV cefuroxime and 
metronidazole) was commenced as she was being worked up 
for surgery.

About 8 h 25 min after the ER presentation, she was 
taken into the operating room for surgery (Figure 5). General 
anaesthesia was instituted via a tracheostomy. Through a 
submandibular incision, the cystic capsule was exposed in 
all aspects except at the floor of the mouth where it was 
adherent to the mucosa. This aspect was left to be dissected 
last. The platysma and the subcutaneous tissue overlying 
the cyst were found to have been attenuated by the cystic 

         

Figure 4: CT scan of cystic mass displacing neck structures and compressing the pharynx.

         

Figure 5: Preoperative appearance of neck mass: Bigger size, 
more diffuse swelling, and dusky red skin, compared to the 
clinical presentation four days earlier.
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compression.

To ease delivery, the cyst was drained and deflated 
(Figure 6). The thick, fibrous capsule was divided into two 
parts with the inferior part delivered first and the superior 
part dissected out from the floor of the mouth and pharynx 
(Figure 7). The altered anatomy made it impossible to identify 
the submandibular and sublingual salivary glands. However, it 
was certain that both glands must have been excised with the 
harvested tissue. At the end of the dissection, the surgical bed 
was examined and we were certain that no remnant salivary 
gland tissue was left behind. All surgical samples were sent 
for histology.

After 3 hours in the high-dependency unit, she 
was transferred to the open ward. The microbiological 
examination returned a scanty growth of S. aureus which was 
sensitive to cefuroxime while the histology report confirmed 
the diagnosis of a submandibular gland mucus extravasation 
cyst. She was discharged on the 8th postoperative day and 
has since recovered successfully. She was recalled at the 
13th postoperative week (Figure 8) and there was no sign of 
recurrence.

Discussion
A ranula is a typically bluish, cyst-like mucosal swelling that 

forms in the floor of the mouth. This appearance resembles 
a frog’s translucent belly giving it the name “ranula” which 
derives from the Latin word “rana” for “frog”. The term is 

         

Figure 6: A: Cystic capsule exposed in all aspects except at the 
floor of the mouth. Cyst drained and deflated; B: Cyst opened 
showing the lumen.

         

Figure 7: A: The inferior part of capsule already delivered, 
leaving the superior part that is adherent to the oral mucosa; 
B: The capsule successfully delivered in two parts.

         

Figure 8: No evidence of recurrence noticed at clinic recall 13 
weeks after surgery; D: The salivary glands were successfully 
excised at surgery.
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the rapid increase in size over the previous 48 hours and 
necessitated our commencement of empirical antibiotic 
therapy. Urgent surgery was required like it was required 
in the other reported cases of acute presentation. Due 
to the complicated anatomy of the mass, intubation was 
unsuccessful and tracheostomy was done. This is in contrast 
to the other cases in which intubation was successful.

Ranulas are notorious for recurrence and this has created 
a controversy about the best surgical management. Although 
most authors recommend the excision of the sublingual gland 
as the mainstay of the surgical management, some other 
authors favour other modalities like cystectomy alone [17] or 
in combination with sublingual sialadenectomy [4,5,18].

In three of their four cases, Olojede, et al. used the 
transcervical approach for adequate access to remove the 
sublingual gland and evacuate the extravasated fluid [18]. 
This is similar to our case in which the size necessitated the 
transcervical approach for adequate access and we decided 
for sialadenectomy. However, due to the huge dimensions 
of the mass, we could not radiologically ascertain if the cyst 
was from the submandibular or sublingual gland. Moreover, 
the anatomy of the glands could not be appreciated 
intraoperatively as they appeared to have been distorted 
by the long-standing compression effect of the cyst and 
incorporated into the thick capsule. We therefore decided to 
clear the surgical bed of any salivary gland tissue.

Conclusion
Typically, ranulas are asymptomatic. However, they can 

occasionally present as life-threatening emergencies requiring 
urgent intervention especially when they attain huge sizes in 
the neck. When huge and long-standing, they can also distort 
local anatomy making intraoperative dissection challenging. 
Therefore, surgeons need to be prepared for this possibility 
when managing similar cases.
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